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Welcome to the Workshop!

Goals:
1. present recent results & new research directions.
2. encourage interactions between participants, to define clearly and rigorously the

main problems and challenges in the field.

Program at a glance:

I Mon 23: TH overview talk / “EXP perspective” talk
I Tue 24: Matching and Merging
I Wed 25: Parton Showers: accuracy and colour
I Thu 26: Parton Showers: Spin correlations / EW corrections
I Fri 27: Non-perturbative aspects / Double-parton scattering & TMD

Organization:
- 10.30-11.30 CET: open discussions / virtual meetings [from Wednesday]
- 14.00-17.00 CET: main session (talks + Q/A)
- 17.30-18.30 CET: discussion on the “main session” topics



Interacting & Discussing during the workshop

Your interactions and discussions are crucial!

I If you are not registered: send us an email [pier.monni@cern.ch]

I Main sessions and discussions on zoom: link sent by email

I Please join also our slack channel for offline discussions and extra
material/discussions from last edition: link sent by email

I Coffee breaks, informal discussions, “social gatherings”: topia.io, link sent by
email, open also in the late afternoons

- topia howto:
- you can enter as guest (camera and mic on)
- walk around / chat with other people
- can share the screen
- banners at the corners of the main area (“Sudakov Shores”, “Land of Loops” and

“Matching Mountains”): can be used as your virtual meeting rooms
- to exit: preferences → leave world



Last year & This year

Experimental needs

I Last year:
[Gütschow]

- CPU constaints, neg. weights, PS
uncertanties, on-the-fly variations when
possible

- expensive high-precision calculations can
only be supported if they benefit a wide
range of clients

. slack: “#py8-kernel-variations”

I This afternoon:
I Experimental review on event generators [Chahal & Amoroso]



Last year

Computational Aspects

I Last year:
- Sudakov Veto Algorithms with non-positive kernels & Resampling [Plätzer]
- Reduction of negative weights in MC@NLO: folding + “MC@NLO-∆” [Torrielli]
- Efficient “competition” in Sudakov veto algorithm [Verheyen]
- PanScales & challenges in probing αS → 0 limit [Soyez]
. slack: “#updates-to-les-houches-accord”

I This year: no dedicated session. If there’s interest, let us know



Last year
Higher-order kernels in Parton Showers
I Last year:

- Dire & Higher order kernels in Dipole
Showers [Höche]

- Vincia: Antenna Showers with NLO
kernels + Sector Showers [Skands]

. slack: “#observables”: jet rates ratios,
EEC

I Recent results for Sector showers in Vincia in “Matching & Merging” session



Last year & This year
Matching and Merging
I Last year:

- UN2LOPS [Prestel]

- MiNNLOPS [Re]

- Geneva [Alioli]

. slack: “#nnlops” + discussions on
interplay between resolution variables and
log-accuracy

I This year: Tuesday 24/8
I Sector showers in Vincia [Preuss]
I Top-pair production at NNLO+PS with MiNNLOPS [Monni]
I Recent developments in Geneva [Lim]
I Matching N3LO QCD calculations to parton showers [Prestel]



Last year & This year

Parton Showers: Accuracy

I Last year:
- PanScales showers at NLL: evolution variables, recoil schemes, and rigorous tests of

log-accuracy [Dreyer]
- From “Parton Branching” algorithm to coherent branching and to dipole showers, recoil

schemes and mappings [Holguin]
- Recoil scheme in AO FS showers: preserved quantities and accuracy

[Ferrario Ravasio]

I This year: Wednesday 25/8
I Perturbative accuracy and higher order parton showers [Salam]

- Effects beyond NLL in PS: short talk(s) and discussion foreseen [TBD: Thu/Fri]



Last year & This year
Parton Showers: Colour
I Last year:

- Amplitude level evolution & colour (CVolver) (& relation with colour reconnection)
[Plätzer]

- Subleading colour corrections: LC+ and beyond in Deductor [Nagy]
- NGL @ NLL’ through PS-like approach / sLL: sensitive to subleading colour effects

[Becher]
. slack: “#subleadingnc”, jet rates and subleading colour

I This year: Wednesday 25/8
I Amplitude evolution and subleading colour [Plätzer]
I Subleading colour corrections in PanScales showers [Scyboz]
I Colour flows in matrix element computations and Monte Carlo simulations [Frixione]



This year

Parton Showers: Spin correlations & EW corrections

I Thursday 26/8: Spin correlations
I Spin correlations in dipole showers [Karlberg]

I Thursday 26/8: EW corrections in PS
I EW Showers in Vincia [Verheyen]
I EW Showers in Herwig [Masouminia]
I EW Showers in Sherpa [Schoenherr]



This year

Non-perturbative aspects in event generators

I Friday 27/8:
I Non-perturbative models in Pythia [Sjöstrand]
I Non-perturbative models in Sherpa [TBC]
I Non-perturbative models in Herwig & colour reconnection [Siodmok]

Double-parton scattering / TMD in parton showers

I Friday 27/8:
I Monte-Carlo Simulation of Double Parton Scattering [Gaunt]
I TMD evolution and parton showers [Bermudez Martinez]



This year

I First talk: Theory review on higher orders and Parton Showers [Nason]

Enjoy the Workshop!


